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A contract between project parties defines agreements and actions for coordination, safeguarding, and
adaptation during a project lifecycle.4 Traditionally, literature has viewed contracts in a very legal
oriented manner, where documents are designed by lawyers to protect different parties against risks
and to get commitments from others; commitments that the law will enforce at the court in the worst
case scenario.5 This view is challenged by the agile approach in the software industry. Agile methods
started to evolve in the early 1980s and the main principles were introduced in the Agile Manifesto in
2001.6 After a decade these practices are commonly used in software development to increase
flexibility and minimize negative impacts of changes in software projects. In project business, which
is characterized by fierce competition, increasingly complex project networks, and unstable project
environments, there is an increasing demand for proactive coordination and flexible adaptation for
changes.7 In this research, we investigated agile methods in the software industry and gained
understanding on how the agile approach is used to maximize co-created value in the project and to
increase flexibility in project contracting. Flexible contracting may work as an innovative tool for
collaboration among project parties, potentially enabling dynamic project management and
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contingency planning in various types of projects. This research presents our empirical findings from
the software industry and facilitates discussion on how flexible contracting could be applied in project
business beyond software development.

1. Introduction
The traditional view on contracts in project management research is that a contract defines
agreements and actions for coordination, safeguarding, and adaptation during a project
lifecycle.8 In addition, legal scholars view contracts in a very legal oriented manner, where
documents are designed by lawyers to protect different parties against risks and to get
commitments from others; commitments that the law will enforce in court in the worst case
scenario.9 Because of these safeguarding oriented views on contracting, there is fundamental
rigidity built into both project contracting processes and project contracts. Contracting parties
must expend significant effort and resources to specifically define project artifacts and
deliverables before signing the contract. There are also formal change management
procedures involved in project management in order to adapt to required changes during the
project implementation phase.
This type of formal, legal-centric contracting process and clunky, bureaucratic approach to
project change management might work well with less complex projects, where the targeted
result can be clearly and precisely defined, but many projects require a more flexible
approach to be able to maximize co-creational value. For example, agile software
development projects, where the aspired end-result cannot be precisely defined beforehand,
tend to require increased flexibility to be able to maximise the created value. Our earlier
research discovered that the demand for proactive coordination and flexible adaptation to
changes by project parties is increasing, particularly in the context of project business
characterized by complexity and uncertainty.10 This is the case in agile software projects,
which focus on cooperation with a customer, continuous re-defining of requirements,
accepting the fact of constant changes in the project. Agile projects need flexibility to manage
uncertainty, especially in the early phases of the project lifecycle when there is not enough
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information regarding the detailed specifications of the project scope and implementation of
project work. In our earlier research we suggested that in software business there are two
fundamentally different approaches to implementing flexibility in the contracting process and
in the project contract: (a) postponing the decisions until there is adequate information for
decision making; or (b) making decisions that allow flexible adaptation to changes during the
project lifecycle.11
In this research we collected data from several industry professionals having extensive
experience in agile software projects in order to study contracting practices and change
management in those projects. We wanted to deepen our understanding on (RQ1) what are
the salient characteristics of a project contracting process and project contracts when applying
agile development methods. Furthermore, we wanted to empirically find out (RQ2) how agile
software projects implement flexible approaches into project contracting and project
contracts.

2. Agile Software Projects
The software development processes have evolved radically from traditional waterfall and
spiral models which were suitable for traditional project management approaches, to today’s
agile and flexible development methods.12
The waterfall model was the first systematic and sequential approach to software
development (Figure 1). It defined different project tasks in separate, isolated stages. It was a
systematic approach to software development but at the same time it was rigid as it prevented
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simultaneous activities and a previous stage was always to be completed first before a
following one was possible to get started.

Figure 1. A waterfall model.
The waterfall model was often ineffective and inflexible. The product requirements were
assumed to be known in the beginning of a project, there was a lot of documentation involved
and the change management was bureaucratic and slow.13 The model also had practical
project management problems. For example, the product testing was done in the test phase as
a whole. All the errors found in testing were then fixed after the test phase was over. Source
code changes during the error fixing then possibly introduced new errors in software which
were only found in the next round of testing and this could lead to a cycle of many loops
between the code phase and the test phase thus increasing costs and delaying the project.14
Because of these challenges with the waterfall model, a spiral model was developed.15
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The spiral model started to change software development into an iterative and more
responsive direction. It divided a software project into smaller cycles, each cycle basically
having all the phases introduced in the waterfall model. Initial assumptions and software
architectural choices could be revisited after completing each cycle. The spiral model made
software development more responsive to changes and it also involved customer more often
enabling better interaction with the customer.
The evolution towards agile methods started in the early 1980s. As an example, one of the
most popular agile methods, Scrum, was introduced in the late 1980s.16 By 2001 several agile
methods were used in the industry, and practitioners working with these methods agreed and
signed the Manifesto for Agile Software Development.17 It listed the main principles of agile
methods in four value statements:


individuals and interactions should prevail over processes and tools,



working software prevails over comprehensive documentation,



customer collaboration over contract negotiation, and



responding to change over following a plan.

These statements demonstrated the fundamental change in the mindsets within software
engineering. They introduced, facilitated and promoted more open, dynamic and flexible
approaches for software project management and cooperation with customers.18 The agile
development model is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. An agile development model.
A product backlog is a list of feature requirements which is regularly updated with the
customer. It also contains information on priorities and work effort estimates of those
requirements. A sprint is a period of implementation which usually lasts a couple of weeks.
After each sprint, some product features are implemented completely and they can be
integrated in the product increment. Finally, after several iterations of sprints, the final
product release will be completed.
The agile development model, which emphasizes customer collaboration over contract
negotiation, challenges not only the traditional project management but also the traditional
contracting process which must evolve to increase the flexibility of contracting to match the
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agile principles.19 The ideas of flexibility have also emerged in contract law from the 1980’s
onwards. Contracts have been explained as developing gradually20 and contracting parties
have started to be required to act in good faith and take the other party’s interests into
consideration, at least to some extent (cf. Sund et al. in this volume). However, the change of
paradigm has not been easy: research has documented many challenges in executing agile
software projects successfully.21 In addition to increased cooperation with customers, agile
practices have been stated to encourage change rather than discourage it, by having focus on
responding to change rather than on following a plan.22 A valid question from the project
business perspective is whether the understanding of the current contracting processes and
project contracts is flexible enough to support the dynamic co-operation during the project
execution.23 Change mechanisms are seen as important contract terms, and yet they are most
often absent from contract documents.24 Empirical studies show a tendency to write hard and
inflexible contract documents and bend the formal rules with oral changes.25

3. Contracting in Project Business
The nature of procurement within project business differs from the nature of industrial
purchasing management—transactions which are more compatible with the traditional
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contract law approach. It is important to understand the differences in the depth of the
business relationships of these two procurement approaches. Industrial purchasing
transactions can be considered as routine transactions compared to transactions and contracts
in a more complex project business environment.26 Breaches of contract, which contract law
deals with, can similarly be more easily defined in connection with transactions. In project
business it is crucial to have a climate of trust in a mutually motivating, cooperative
relationship between the contracting parties. A trusting, collaborative relationship is required:


to get all project participants to work towards project objectives27 and to reach those
objectives successfully;28



to overcome possible misunderstandings and disagreements during the project and to
be able to resolve disputes without litigation;29 and



to develop cooperative norms over the course of an extended exchange relationship,30
to identify additional value creation and business opportunities during the project 31
and to identify and maintain future business prospects.32
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Some of these features of successful business relationship were already recognized in the
1960s by Macaulay,33 who emphasized relational aspects of running business. Macaulay
talked about deals that run in parallel or sometimes in contrary with the traditional written
contracts. Deals34 are commitments taken seriously in almost all situations by business
people. Even if deals were not legally binding, they are often so respected that contract and
contract law are almost unnecessary because of the many effective non-legal sanctions. Two
norms are widely accepted by business people: (a) Commitments are to be honored, one does
not welsh on a deal; and (b) one ought to produce a good product and stand behind it. These
norms influence the behavior of contracting parties because both parties would like to operate
successfully in the future and because they are concerned about their general business
reputation in the market.35
While considering contracts from a project business perspective, which include contractual
relations much more extensively than discrete transactions for the exchange of goods, it is
important to note that business relations and agreements exist everywhere in various forms
and shapes. According to Macneil36 all contracts have relational elements, which, however,
vary depending on the type and function of the contract. As Macneil37 mentioned when he
studied economic relations under classical, neoclassical and relational contract law: “Were we
to push far in the direction of contractual relations, we would come to the firm itself, since a
firm is, in significant ways, nothing more than a very complex bundle of contractual
relations”.
Contrary to the need for trustful relations and flexibility in project business, mainstream legal
studies have focused on anticipating all contingencies and including them in contracts.
Contracts have been treated as complete agreements which should include all the potential
solutions for contingencies that a reasonable person should have foreseen. Because of this,
there is an emerging need to develop good, well-functioning and profitable contracts
contributing to business cooperation instead of only safeguarding. Some legal scholars have
started to move beyond the legal centralist approach and view contracts as not only
33
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documents written for potential disputes in court but more as a tool for business
cooperation.38 This proactive law movement attempts to find and develop multidisciplinary
approaches for research on business contracting.39 Typically, proactive law not only
empirically studies how things are but also aims to contribute to better contracting in
business.40 Proactive law approaches contracts from a wider perspective, recognizing that
contracts must be aligned with the subsequent business model and that the processes of the
contracting parties have to be coordinated.41 The contract document is seen as a tool for
cooperation, where every person or team implementing it can find guidelines and
instructions. The tool can also be adjusted to first account for contingencies and then to signal
the changes to those who implement it. The proactive contracting approach is well aligned
with the recent discussion in the project management literature about the role of contracts in
supporting the business of a project-based firm.

3.1 Contracting Process and Contract Elements
The project marketing literature describes the following steps in the project lifecycle: search,
preparation, bidding, negotiation, implementation and transition.42 In the beginning there is a
business prospect on a seller side and a search for getting a problem solved on a buyer side.
In the first contact of the project, contracting parties can see an option to create value
together. First commitments are made during the first contact. The seller might commit to
send more information about the products, references, and technical specifications. The buyer
might commit to send more details on future plans and information on requirements of a
project in question. Specification and marketing material related to the offer create
expectations for the customer about the functionality of products and services provided by the
supplier. From a business perspective, this can be considered as a commitment to include
38
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such functionality and features in the project. Psychologically, initial commitments are
already made at this point. From a business perspective, it may be difficult to withdraw from
the contracting process after psychological commitments have been created; this is especially
true for the supplier.43 When a more detailed discussion is started, companies enter into the
bidding and a negotiation phase.44
As negotiations go further, psychologically binding commitments by individuals and
organizations are getting stronger. In the bidding phase, the customer usually conducts
tendering among several suppliers and receives formal offers from suppliers. The customer
continues with a shortlist of suppliers and continues negotiating with them until the customer
makes a decision and selects one supplier. However, customers often ask for binding
proposals in the tender phase, which means that the customer can accept them without
modifications, and these can be considered as binding contracts.45 During the negotiations the
business case and value creation models are getting clearer, legally binding agreements are
completed, and finally a contract is signed. During the implementation phase, modifications
to the project contract are made and agreed between the parties. In the transition phase, the
project is accepted, the guarantee period starts and responsibility for the delivered system is
transferred to the customer. Even in contract law, the legally binding effect of a contract can
nowadays be seen as developing gradually during the negotiation process.46 This idea
contradicts with the earlier need to find a clear starting point for contractual liability, such as
the signing of the final document. These new approaches in legal studies, however, tend to
blur the decision-making of judges in courts.47
As discussed earlier, agile methods have changed the linear view of the contracting process in
the software industry. For example, a requirement specification is not usually completed
before the project starts and it is changed many times during the project. Also, agile methods
promote “continual refinement of the product and project practices” and this means that
project parties continuously seek for better project practices which might mean changes to the
originally agreed conventions. Thus the agile approach means that the contracting process
43
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includes refinement and re-evaluation, and contracts can also be renegotiated during the
implementation phase. This continuous and dynamic renegotiation in the contracting process
is illustrated in Figure 3.48 The default rules of contract law do not grasp the idea of
continuous renegotiation. Although decision-making in courts can involve requirements for
loyalty between contracting parties, changes are better made within the private autonomy of
the contracting parties. Constant changes require trust between cooperative parties. Disputes
are better solved and settled without courts or any law-driven tri-partial dispute settlement
method.

Figure 3. Contracting process in project business and the idea of
renegotiation practices required by agile development methods.

4. Methodology
Our empirical study is based on 5 semi-structured interviews with experienced professionals
who have been involved in utilizing agile methods in software development for several years
and who have been working with software development projects up to two decades. The
informants are all from Finland, but their experience is from several companies in
international software business and they are experienced in working with international
software development projects. The information about the informants is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. List of informants.
Informant occupation
CEO of SW company
Chief SW Architect
Technical Lead of SW
SW Sales Manager
Managing Director of SW company

Experience
(years)
+ 20
+ 15
+ 10
+ 15
+ 10

Interview
duration
105 minutes
95 minutes
29 minutes
57 minutes
104 minutes

No. of
interviewers
2 researchers
1 researcher
1 researcher
2 researchers
2 researchers

The semi-structured interviews were used to gain insights into informants’ experience on
agile methods and their thoughts regarding impact of agile methods on flexibility in software
projects. Four interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis, one was transcribed
during the interview and the transcription was reviewed with the informant immediately after
the interview. The transcriptions were then taken into computer assisted qualitative data
analysis software which was used to code the research data to identify emerging patterns of
key concepts and issues and facilitate the data analysis.

5. Empirical Findings on Agile Software Projects
5.1. RQ1: Salient characteristics of a project contracting process and project contracts when
applying agile development methods
Based on the research data, a signed contract in agile software projects is usually a
framework agreement or a framework contract between the project parties on project
practicalities and governance, main responsibilities and price (per hour). It defines a mutually
agreeable goal for the project and might include a high-level definition of the product to be
created in the project. However, in many cases, the negotiations concerning the detailed
scope of the product, project deliveries and services continue afterwards. Project parties work
together on defining the requirements and features of the SW product and services and the
contract can also be completed with supplements. This kind of contractual behaviour utilizing
a frame agreement and supplements was demonstrated well in the interview with the CEO
SW Company:
“In this case with our customer, it was a frame agreement which was signed. In the frame
agreement we don’t yet agree on what is going to be done, who is going to do it or when. In
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the frame agreement we agree on confidentiality issues, possible recruiting issues, IPR
issues, how payments are done and this kind of [issue]. Then we separately have an order for
work specifically.”
“In the frame agreement it is also agreed how to proceed in a case of dispute. In this case it
was agreed that arbitration will be held in Helsinki.”
“There were also some sanctions for us specified in the frame contract in case of our failure
to meet the contract obligations.”
“In some frame contracts we have a clause which says that as a vendor we must guarantee
the availability of agreed resources, this is quite normal in software project contracts.”
“In the contract there is always a list of responsibilities the customer must commit to.
Participation in weekly meetings is listed there too.”

The agile methods promote continuous collaboration between the project parties and this
requires frequent interaction to make decisions at the most optimal moment. Based on the
research data, project parties continue to work together towards product specification after
signing a framework contract. So they basically define the detailed scope of the project and
product requirements after the project implementation phase is started. The agile methods
enable project parties to continuously redefine project deliveries and services and to agree on
required changes to maximize the value created in the project. This flexible approach to
changes was clearly highlighted in the interviews:
“In agile (model), the changes and new requirements are mentally accepted; the
organization has the culture of accepting changes and new requirements. This mindset
makes the organization flexible and fast to react to changes.” – Chief SW Architect
“The agile methods have had a big impact in SW sales processes and SW development.
Nowadays the intention is to get the development started as soon as possible. Earlier there
was a target to create very detailed specifications before the project start[s] but now with
agile methods it is important to get the real product development (programming) ongoing
faster.” – SW Sales Manager
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“The project was going very well and it was agile. There was a rough specification of
application and we defined the details every week as it is done in agile development process.
The customer understood that for this kind of a project the traditional waterfall model does
not work. So, it was going very well...” – Technical Lead of SW
“In my opinion, the customer is the owner of the product. During the weekly meetings we
learn more about the customer’s ideas and wishes for the product. Many times [the]
customer is saying that we would like to have this kind of a feature done like this. But then
when you ask more about an original problem this feature would solve, you realize that it
can be implemented in an easier way with less development time. Usually when you discuss
with the customer about it they are fine with a suggested development idea so it is very
interactive discussion with the customer in those planning meetings…” – CEO of SW
Company

Traditional project management literature suggests that there are several types of
uncertainties and changes in project requirements or project environment which create the
most severe source of risk in reaching the project goals.49 Uncertainty may arise from
multiple sources, such as the basis of estimates, design and logistics, objectives and priorities,
and uncertainty about fundamental relationships between the project parties.50 While
approaches based on the traditional project planning can address a part of the uncertainty,
traditional project management techniques cannot address every aspect of it.51 In practice
there are always issues that cannot be foreseen, or issues that remain unknown until there is
enough information cumulatively collected during the project. This is especially the case with
new software development, in which the related project is unique in a much wider sense than
is typical in more traditional industries. The agile methods have recognized this fact and the
agile approach agrees that there certainly are major important issues in software projects that
are beneficial to solve later during the project. Hence, flexibility in the contracting process is
also required to overcome the challenges caused by uncertainty in the project. Based on the
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research data, it is obvious that agile development methods set evolving requirements for the
project contracting process and project contracts:


In agile software development projects, the project contract continues to evolve after
signing the project contract (which usually seems to be a frame agreement or a frame
contract). Traditionally signing the contract has been seen as an end of the negotiation
phase and as a start of the implementation phase. In agile projects, however, the
contract is complemented by contract supplements, and product scope and
requirement related issues are continuously renegotiated in the meetings between the
project participants after each pre-set period of implementation (called sprint).



To be able to respond to demands for increased flexibility in agile software
development projects, the project contracting process needs to reach actively over the
negotiation phase and project signing to cover the project implementation phase with
actions needed. Traditionally, a simplified project contracting process included two
sets of actions: (a) prepare and commit before signing the contract; and (b) execute
and exit after signing the contract.52 In agile projects, negotiations continue during the
implementation phase of the project and this requires continued attention and actions
in the project contracting process.

Evolving requirements for the project contracting process and project contracts can be
demonstrated by combining the agile development model (Figure 2) and the model of the
project contracting process (Figure 3). Based on the research data, the illustration of the
dynamics between the development model and the project contracting process is presented in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The dynamics between the agile development model and the
project contracting process. The illustration recognizes the renegotiation
practices and flexibility required by agile development methods.
The implementation phase starts based on the knowledge and mutual understanding
developed during the negotiation phase. Implementation is done in sprints, which usually last
a couple of weeks each. After each sprint, project parties review the result of previous sprint
and agree on new requirements and changes to the existing ones. They also agree on the goals
of the next sprint and on the detailed requirements to be implemented. After each sprint, the
completed features and software components are released. In project management terms, they
are delivered and the parties move into the transition phase. Figure 4 presents the iterative
characteristics of agile methods and highlights flexibility and change adaptiveness included.
In addition to the previously presented impact on project contracts and contracting processes,
agile methods also challenge contracting parties to truly collaborate. Only by continuously
working together can they run a complicated project, maximize the co-creational value in the
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project, and develop a high-quality software product. This challenge for a mental change was
also demonstrated in the interviews:
“As a buyer, if you know your requirements exactly, then the agile model is not needed.
This rarely is the case, so then the agile model is a good solution for purchasing SW. In the
agile model it is important for the customer and the vendor to discuss continuously because
then the customer can influence the priority order of requirements and understand the
development cost of each requirement.” – Chief SW Architect
“Some organizations see agile methods only as a tool in the software development process
and they can’t utilize [the] agile approach successfully. Agile methods are more like a
mindset, the whole philosophy of value creation must change when you start to use agile
methods. To be able to utilize the full potential of agile methods for increasing flexibility
and enhance value creation, you need to understand the agile mindset. The customer is in the
core of value creation; in the process of value creation, project parties create value together
iteratively in minor pieces inside a major project. For some larger organizations this type of
an ideology is strange, they just don’t understand it.” – Managing Director of SW Company

It is evident, based on our research, that utilizing agile methods to increase flexibility in
project business requires changes also in project contracting and the project management
approach. And this requires efforts and contribution from all project parties; both the buyer
and the vendor must be able to commit to new project governance mechanism to support the
agile approach. It is also important for business lawyers to understand that the agile approach
virtually lengthens the negotiation phase of the project. Project parties voluntarily leave
negotiable items open for later phases in order to avoid bad decisions and to maximize cocreated value in the project.

5.2. RQ2: How agile software projects implement flexible approaches into project
contracting and project contracts
The hypothesis for the second research question based on our earlier research was that in
software business there are two fundamentally different approaches to implementing
flexibility in the contracting process and in the project contract: (a) postponing the decisions
until there is adequate information for decision making or (b) making decisions that allow
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flexible adaptation to changes during the project lifecycle.53 We analysed the research data to
see if there is evidence to support the hypothesis.
One of the stated values of the original agile manifesto is “responding to change over
following a plan”. It identifies a challenge of complex projects involving unique technology
solutions. It is impossible to know all the influencing details in the beginning of the project
and it is also very difficult to specify all the requirements and specifications for the project
start. Because of this, agile methods take changes as natural and inevitable incidents and
project parties prepare for this mentally and by promoting fluent change mechanisms. This
approach was demonstrated in the interviews too:
“[The] waterfall model is based on an idea that you can define all the requirements at once
and based on those requirements you can design the whole SW architecture and the required
work beforehand. In reality, it is extremely difficult to have such an understanding of a large
and complex system at once. Also, customers do not know all the requirements beforehand;
they do not have time and patience to do such a demanding planning work. Also they do not
know all the requirements beforehand but they identify new and changed requirements
during the SW planning when they see some plans and maybe prototypes.” – Chief SW
Architect
“There were changes all the time in the project. As almost always is the case in the real
projects like this. The original specification is always an initial one and you work to get it
more detailed during the project and together with the customer you specify the application
week by week until the customer is happy with it.” – Technical Lead of SW

We analysed the research data in more detail to identify concrete examples of how flexibility
is implemented in agile projects. The findings are presented in table 2.
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Table 2. Flexibility in agile development projects.
Postpone decisions to reach adequate
information
a1. Detailed list of features for each software
release
decided
during
the
project
implementation phase
a2. Customer can influence on project
personnel during the project

Allow flexible adaptation to changes
b1. The list of features for each software
release can be changed based on a priority
change, technical reasons etc.
b2. Customer is allowed to set new
requirements and change the old ones in
the meetings after each sprint

a3. Product specification in details is done
incrementally
during
the
project
implementation phase
In agile SW projects, project parties agree on a goal for the project and on a high-level
definition of the product to be created in the project. They basically agree on a mutually
acceptable direction of the project. But they leave the detailed list of features and technical
choices open to be decided during the implementation phase of the project (a1). In this way,
the features and order of their implementation can be decided when there is enough
information on the priorities and related technology (a3). This approach reduces the detailed
planning work allocated to the features which are dropped out of the product plans later. It
also enables collaborative learning by project parties and enables better decision making at
the later stages.54 Based on our research on agile projects, the customer retains the possibility
of influencing project resourcing (a2). The customer can make decisions or at least strongly
influence the decision on the project personnel during the project. We consider also this to be
one form of flexibility during the project.
One of the value statements of the agile manifesto was “responding to change over following
a plan”.55 Concrete implementation of this value was obvious in our research. Software is
usually made available on several iterative releases. In an agile approach, the content of those
releases can be flexibly changed, based on changes in priorities or in the technology
environment (b1). The customer is also allowed to set new requirements during the whole
project, and the change requests are considered to be a part of the normal routine of the
implementation phase (b2). Based on the research data, the value principles of agile methods
54
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are used in practice in SW projects. They are used to get projects started earlier, to make
contract negotiations easier, to increase collaboration, to increase flexibility and to manage
uncertainty. These findings support the idea that a project contract needs to provide a flexible
governance structure that allows adaptations to the contract through mutual agreement and
enables early identification of problem situations and dealing with such situations in a
cooperative fashion.56 In agile projects, continuous communication between project parties
facilitates cooperation and efficient change management to maximize co-creational value.

6. Conclusion
The emergence of the agile development model has radically changed internal dynamics of
software development projects. It has also challenged the traditional view of project
management and project contracting. In this research we wanted to discover the salient
characteristics of the project contracting process and project contracts when applying agile
development methods. Furthermore, we wanted to understand how agile software projects
implement flexible approaches into project contracting and project contracts. We found some
interesting results to our research questions, and invite additional research and discussions on
these topics. Although the empirical data used in the research was limited, we think that the
research provides important findings to be used as a basis for further research.
Based on this research, project parties utilizing agile methods define the detailed scope of the
project and product requirements after the project implementation phase is started. They
continuously redefine project deliveries and services and agree on required changes to
maximize the value created in the project. Similarly, the project contract continues to evolve
during the implementation phase. The original signed contract is complemented by contract
supplements, and continuously renegotiated in the meetings between the project participants.
Traditionally, a simplified project contracting process is divided into two phases: prepare and
commit before signing the contract; and execute and exit after signing the contract. In agile
projects, negotiations continue during the implementation phase of the project and this
requires continued attention and actions in the project contracting process. It is important for
business lawyers to understand that an agile approach lengthens the negotiation phase of the
56
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project. Project parties voluntarily leave negotiable items open for later phases in order to
avoid bad decisions and to maximize co-created value in the project. This finding also opens
an interesting research question on the role of a business lawyer in agile projects, especially
in the implementation phase. Also, another interesting question is the roles of individuals
participating in the suggested renegotiations during the implementation phase of agile
projects, and the formal or informal authority of these roles in negotiations, decision making
and in the contracting process.
Many software projects produce a unique and novel solution. Thus, it is impossible to know
all the influencing details in the beginning of the project and it is difficult to specify all the
requirements at the beginning of a project. To cope with this fact, agile projects take changes
as natural and inevitable, and project parties prepare for this mentally by promoting fluent
change mechanisms. They leave the detailed list of features and technical choices open to be
decided during the implementation phase of the project. The features and order of their
implementation is decided when there is enough information on the priorities and related
technology. The customer is also allowed to set new requirements during the whole project,
and the change requests are considered to be a part of the normal routine of the
implementation phase. This flexibility created by an agile approach, as well as the continuous
communication between project parties, facilitates cooperation and efficient change
management to maximize co-creational value. However, this kind of flexible contracting
demands trust and cooperative norms between project parties. Thus, trust, communication
and cultural issues between the project parties should be further researched in the context of
flexible contracting and the agile project. Flexible contracting and agile project management
is a fruitful area for multidisciplinary research, especially because the industries in project
businesses seem to be evolving in that direction.
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